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The study focused on the positive or negative direction

shown in 57 articles from ten English-language magazines

covering the 1973 military coup in Chile, September 1 to

December 31, 1973, inclusive. Magazines chosen were from

the fields of news, religion, opinion, and business.

Direction was determined by comparing individual

thought units within articles against a category table

comprising mutually exclusive pairs of thought units.

Directional value of each article was determined by positive

and negative ratios.

Results showed a wide variation in scores, with news

magazines adhering most closely to the objective ideal.

Recommendations for further study included long-term

study of single magazines or classes of magazines for

direction, and an expanded mathematical analysis.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A military coup on September 11, 1973, brought to an

end the first elected Marxist regime in the history of

Chile.

Salvador Allende Gossens, who had won approximately

one third of the votes in the presidential election of 1970,

was found dead in the presidential palace, shot either by

his own hand or by parties unknown.

Allende, despite his minority election and despite

opposition control of the Chilean legislature, successfully

pursued a policy of rapid socialization, including the

expropriation of large and medium-sized landholdings as well

as the nationalization of many industries, both foreign and

Chilean-owned.

Backed by his Unidad Popular grouping of several small

leftist parties and the Chilean Communist Party, Allende

pursued an economic policy characterized by rapid expansion

of the money supply combined with a rigid program of price

and import controls.

Although this scheme brought great material prosperity

to the poorer classes in Chile, it brought with it inflation

at hitherto unheard-of rates and an immense balance-of-

payments deficit.

1
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Severe shortages of all types of consumer goods,

especially those that had to be imported, brought with them

interminable queues and hoarding scandals, raising the anger

of the middle classes to a high pitch. The shortages cul-

minated in the "empty pot" marches by Santiago housewives,

who marched the streets banging their empty pots in protest

against the government's economic policies.

As the Allende regime entered its third year, the

political scene was further disturbed by the presence in

Chile of thousands of leftist radicals from other South

American nations who had been granted asylum in Chile. The

influence of these young militants was especially strong in

the schools and universities, where pro-Allende and conser-

vative forces struggled for ascendancy.

As 1973 wore on, the political situation deteriorated

rapidly. The Allende group and the opposition parties,

which had been at loggerheads since 1970, ceased all coop-

eration, with the opposition pressing several times for

Allende's impeachment.

In addition, Chile's truck owner-operators went on

strike, practically paralyzing the national economy. To

try to bring the truckers into line, Allende brought several

military men into the cabinet during the spring and summer

of 1973.

Unlike their counterparts in the rest of South America,

the Chilean armed forces had had a long history of
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nonintervention in the nation's political life. Despite

their sharp disagreement with Allende's policies and their

openly admitted disdain for his Marxism, they had remained

aloof from the political scene except for an abortive coup

attempt in June, 1973, which was quelled within the

military itself.

But Allende's use of officers within his cabinet made

cooperation with the government an issue in the armed

forces and led to a large number of resignations and dis-

charges, especially among army officers.

There was a great reluctance in the military,

expecially among the officers of the army and constabulary

(carabineros) to break with the long-standing tradition of

nonintervention; but pressure from officers of the air force

and navy finally proved too strong as the effects of the

truckers' strike worsened and talk of mutiny spread among

some of the enlisted men.

Breaking tradition, the military struck hard on the

morning of September 11, 1973, bombing the Moneda palace,

Allende's headquarters, to the ground.

Street fighting went on for several days after the

coup, with hundreds of casualties as troops fought armed

workers and students in the streets of Santiago.

The armed forces took thousands of prisoners, most of

whom were detained in the national soccer stadium. Other

prisoners, mostly those with high political party
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connections, were incarcerated on remote Pacific islands.

Among the prisoners was Nobel Prize winner poet Pablo

Neruda, who died during his captivity.

The junta that assumed power after Allende's death

comprised four ranking military officers, one each from the

army, navy, air force, and carabineros. Primus inter pares

among the generals was army general Augusto Pinochet Ugarte.

The junta immediately set about making radical changes

in Chilean political life. It closed all schools and uni-

versities, deported the leftist emigre's, and declared all

political parties "in recess."

In the economic sphere, the junta took the most

draconian measures to reestablish the national credit and

tighten the money supply. The escudo, the Chilean monetary

unit, was drastically devalued to bring its face value into

line with its value in international money markets.

Meanwhile, the junta was accused of torture and

political murder, as many left-wing political figures

failed to turn up in the months following the coup.

Nearly three years later, the military still had a

firm grip on the nation, and the political parties were

still "in recess."

News coverage of the 1973 coup in the United States

was quite intense for the first few weeks after the event,

but the Chilean situation was moved off page one with the

advent of the Middle East Yom Kippur War in October, 1973.
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Domestic developments, most notably the Watergate

affair, attracted increasing attention, so Chilean coverage

dwindled, with few stories appearing after the beginning

of 1974.

Most of the articles that did appear dealt with the

nation's economic policies or with the views of leftist

exiles.'

Statement of the Problem

This study sought to determine the attitude of various

publications toward the Chilean junta, and to measure the

objectivity of the treatment they gave Chilean political

issues.

Purpose of the Study

The study attempted to ascertain and quantify the

direction of magazine articles in relation to the Chilean

military junta by content analysis and to compare the

results to the theoretical ideal of objectivity.

Review of Literature

There has apparently been no other effort to review

coverage of the Chilean coup within several magazines.

There have been some articles about coverage in particular

publications but none that attempted to apply quantitative

content analysis to the material in question.

Material for the introduction came from various
magazines.
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Justification

The issues involved in the Chilean coup were among

those that fundamentally divide liberal and conservative

opinion in the United States. The role of the CIA in the

affair continued to be controversial, along with the issues

of cooperation between government and business in foreign

affairs, the rights of Third World nations, American

support of rightist military dictatorships, etc.

The kind of coverage the coup received could be

expected to have an effect on public perceptions within the

United States, especially since Chile is a fairly distant

nation and fairly few Americans actually witnessed the

action.

The type of government that rules Chile is important

because of that nation's strategic location and valuable

natural resources, especially copper and nitrates. American

investment in Chile has been heavy, and relations between

the United States and Chilean military establishments have

been close.

Definition of Terms

In this study, the following specially defined terms

were used:

Thought unit.--A phrase or statement expressing a

single idea: "The sky is blue." A sentence can contain

two or more thought units: "The sky is blue and the sun is

at its zenith."
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Direction. --The attitude expressed within a thought

unit about the Chilean junta. Direction can be positive,

negative, or neutral.

Category. --An archetypical thought unit symbolic of

other thought units. For example, Shakespeare's reference

to his love's hair as "black wires" would fit into the

category, "she is a brunette."

Limitations of the Study

The study concerned itself with ten English-language

magazines, and the time period covered was September 1-

December 31, 1973, inclusive.

Magazines were selected for study because of their

appeal to nationwide audiences and because they tend to

be aimed at particular constituencies within the reading

public.

A number of magazines were studied to determine whether

they had sufficient material for consideration.

Those studied were America, American Opinion, Atlantic

Monthly, Business Week, Christian Century, Commonweal,

Current History, Economist, Foreign Affairs, Fortune,

Nation, National Review, New Leader, New Republic, New States-

man, Newsweek, Ramparts, Saturday Review, Time, and U.S.

News and World Report.

Because of the amount of their coverage of the Chilean

coup, the following were selected.
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Weekly news magazines: Newsweek, Time, and U.S. News

and World Report. News magazines have become an increasingly

important source of news, especially for national and inter-

national coverage. They reach a large audience each week,

with Newsweek and Time aimed at the average reader, while

U.S. News and World Report has a more business-oriented

outlook.

Religious magazines: The Chilean coup aroused a storm

of controversy within the American religious community,

and especially within the Roman Catholic Church. For this

reason, articles from Commonweal, America, and Christian

Century were studied. The first two are Catholic magazines,

while Christian Century is a nondenominational review.

Opinion magazines: An opinion magazine was chosen

from either side of the ideological spectrum: National

Review on the right, and Ramparts on the left. The Chilean

situation carried with it a surfeit of ideological ramifi-

cations, and opinions on each side were expressed with

vehemence.

Business magazines: Because of the importance of the

coup from an international business standpoint, two

business magazines were chosen: Business Week and

Economist.
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Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were formulated:

1. News magazines, because of their avowed dedication

to unbiased news presentation, should contain the most

objective accounts of the Chilean coup.

2. Business publications, not having such strong

convictions about unbiased presentation of news accounts,

should have the second most objective stories.

3. Religious publications, because the coup was

condemned by several religious organizations, should have

some bias in their accounts of the coup.

4. Opinion magazines, because they are by their very

nature opinionated in their presentation of information,

should contain the most strongly biased accounts of the coup.

Methodology

Methodology closely followed that presented in

Chapter VI of Budd, Thorp, and Donohew's Content Analysis

of Communications

A table of content categories was constructed, includ-

ing most of the major themes found in coverage of the coup.

Themes were listed in mutually exclusive pairs of thought

units, which corresponded to most of the possible state-

ments that might be made about the coup.

2 Richard W. Budd, Robert K. Thorp, and Lewis Donohew,
Content Analysis of Communications (New York: Macmillan and
Co., 1967), P. 41.
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The table of content categories is listed in

Appendix I.

For simplicity's sake, it was assumed that no single

statement could be classified as both pro- and antijunta,

and that any statement favorable to the Allende regime was

unfavorable to the junta and vice versa.

This provision eliminates the need for multiple coders,

since each sentence can be reduced to individual thought

units, which can be easily classified as pro- or antijunta.

Compound sentences were broken into individual thought

units. Example:

Though Allende's government was undoubtedly under
Communist influence, it must be said that the
late Chilean leader had the interests of his
nation's poor at heart.3

Such a sentence would be classified as containing one pro-

junta thought unit and one antijunta thought unit.

Each thought unit was coded by comparison to the cate-

gory table as projunta, antijunta, or neutral. Since some

thought units did not fall into any category, they were

classified as neutral.

The direction of an entire article was determined by

calculating the ratio of projunta thought units to the

total and subtracting the ratio of antijunta thought units

to the total.

3This is an imaginary example, not quoted from any
published source.
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For example, if an article had a total of 100 thought

units, 60 projunta, 35 antijunta, and 5 neutral, the article

would have a value of +25/100 or +.2500, the calculation

being made thus:

60 projunta thought units 35 antijunta 25 nt
100 total thought units 100 total 100

Conversely, if the proportions were reversed, the

article would have a value of -..2500.

Once values for all items were calculated, they were

plotted on a scale on which the maximum value was +1.00

and the minimum, -1.00.

Since the theoretical value of objectivity (zero) is

practically unattainable, for the purpose of this study,

the limits of objectivity were set at between -.05 and

+.05.

Items with values between 0 and +.3332 were categorized

as having a mild intensity, those between +.3333 and +.6665

as having a moderate intensity, and those between +.6666

and +.1.00 as having strong intensity.



CHAPTER II

RESULTS OF ANALYSES

Each of the 56 articles under consideration was coded

by comparison to the category table. Thought units were

classified as projunta, antijunta, or neutral, and each

class was totalled and compared to the total number of

thought units in each article.

The antijunta/total ratio was then subtracted from the

projunta/total ratio to determine the direction and inten-

sity for the entire article. Then the values for all

articles within each publication were averaged to calculate

a mean value for each magazine.

Objectivity was set within the +.05 level, with any

results between those figures classified as directionless

or objective.

To further clarify the results, the word totals were

compared within each class of magazines.

Results of the analyses:

News Magazines

Newsweek.--233 column inches of copy in nine articles

at approximately 50 words per column inch, for a total of

approximately 11,650 words. Mean value was -.1288, with

individual values of: September 3, +.0857; September 24a,

12
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-.0469; September 24b, +.2222; September 24c, +.0244;

October la, -.0417; October lb, +.0312; October ic, -.5455;

October 8, -.7460; October 15, -.1428.l

Approximate word totals (to nearest 50 words) were:

September 3, 1,100; Septberm 24a, 3,300; September 24b,

400; September 24c, 1,600; October la, 1,950; October lb,

650; October 1c, 700; October 8, 1,400; October 15, 650.

Time.---253 column inches of copy in 11 articles at

approximately 45 words per column inch, for a total of

approximately 11,385 words. Mean value was +.1795. Indi-

vidual values were: September 3, +.3864; September 10,

-.2963; September 24a, -.0945; September 24b, .0000;

October la, +.3666; October lb, +.0714; October lc, +.7588;

October 8, -.0857;.October 22, -.0697; October 29, +.5714;

November 12, +.1875. The zero value on September 24 came

from an article describing the Santiago scene during the

coup.

Approximate word totals: September 3, 650; September 10,

650; September 24a, 4,250; September 24b, 500; October la,

1,250; October lb, 800; October 1c, 550; October 8, 850;

October 22, 900; October 29, 1,000, November 12, 550.

U.S. News and World Report.--155 column inches of copy

at approximately 45 words per column inch, for a total of

'See bibliography for titles.
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approximately 6,925 words. Mean value was +.4101. Indi-
vidual values were: September 24a, +.1344; September 24b,

+.6375; October 1, +.6667; October 8, +.1458; November 12,
+.5657.

Approximate word totals were: September 24a, 900;

September 24b, 1,850; October 1, 850; October 8, 1,350;
November 12, 1,800.

Comparison of the results showed Time and Newsweek

to have given the coup a similar amount of coverage, both

in number of stories and number of words, but with some

difference in direction, Newsweek's -.1288 versus Time's

+.1795.

TABLE I

DATA TOTALS FOR WEEKLY NEWS MAGAZINES

Total Total Anti-
Magazine articles words junta

Time ll 11,385 4

Newsweek 9 11,650 6

U.S. News
and World
Report 5 6,925 0

One article had a value of.0000.

Pro-
junta Mean

6 +.1795

3 -.1288

5 +.4101

Newsweek's October 8 article showed such strong anti-

junta direction that it became a subject in itself, being
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discussed in both the Wall Street Journal2 and in Economist

(December 22). 3

U.S. News and World Report came in a distant third in

amount of coverage, showing a distinctly stronger direction

than the other weekly news magazines: +.4101.

Religious Magazines

America.--46 column inches of copy in seven articles,

at approximately 40 words per column inch, for a total of

approximately 1,840 words. Mean value was -.2511. Indi-

vidual values were: September 1, +.0555; September 22,

+.5000; September 29, -.2143; October 6, -.2667; October 13,

-.3000; November 3, -.5333; December 8, -.4000.

Approximate word totals: September 1, 350; Septem-

ber 22, 300; September 29, 400; October 6, 300; October 13,

200; November 3, 250; December 8, 350.

Christian Century. --41 column inches in two articles,

at approximately 45 words per column inch, for a total of

approximately 1,845 words. Mean value was -.7533.

Individual values were: October 10, -.6666; October 24,

-.8400. Christian Century had both the strongest negative

mean and strongest negative individual values of all the

2 "Those Horror Tales From Chile," Wall Street Journal,
November 28, 1973, p. 4.

3 "Bad Enough, But Not That Bad," Economist,
December 22, 1973, p. 37.



publications under study. Approximate word totals were:

October 10, 500; October 24, 1,350.

Commonweal.--85 column inches of copy in four articles,

at approximately 30 words per column inch, for a total of

approximately 2,550 words. Mean value was -.4087. Indi-

vidual values were: October 5, .0000; October 12, -.7000;

October 26, -.4545; November 2, -.4806. The zero value on

October 5 came from an article that had five projunta, five

antijunta, and five neutral. thought units, the only example

of perfect objectivity in the study.

Approximate word totals: October 5, 400; October 12,

300; October 26, 400; November 2, 1,500.

TABLE II

DATA TOTALS FOR RELIGIOUS MAGAZINES

Total Total Anti- Pro-
Magazine articles words junta junta Mean

America 7 1,840 5 2 -.2511

Christian
Century 2 1,845 2 0 - .7533

Commonweal 4" 2,550 3 0 -.4087

W3-

One article had a value of .0000.

The word totals of America and Christian Century

were quite close, but the direction in Christian Century

was strongly antijunta, with America pursuing a more
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moderate but still antijunta course. Commonweal had a

larger word total and was between the other two in

direction.

2,000 America

Christian
Century

Commonweal

1,500

1,000

500
0

Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 34 1 2 3 4
lonth September October November December

Fig. 2--Word totals for religious magazines

Opinion Magazines

National Review. --84 column inches of copy in six

articles, at approximately 50 words per column inch, for a

total of approximately 4,200 words. Mean value was +.3123.

Individual values were: September 28, +.2121; October 12,

+.3000; October 26, +.6250; November 9, +.1000; November 23,

+.2000; December 21, +.3704.
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Approximate word totals were: September 28, 600;

October 12, 1,250; October 26, 350; November 9, 300;

November 23, 450; December 21, 1,250.

Raptarts.--231 column inches of copy in three articles

at approximately 45 words per column inch, for a total of

approximately 10,395 words. Mean value was - .4710. Indi-

vidual values were: November a, -.6666; November b, -.2800;

December, -. 4666.

Approximate word totals were: November a, 6,500;

November b, 700; December, 3,150.

TABLE III

DATA TOTALS FOR OPINION MAGAZINES

Total Total Anti- Pro-
Magazine articles words junta junta Mean

National
Review 6 4,200 0 6 +.3123

Ramparts 3 10,395 3 0 - .4710

As one might expect, considering the ideological

stances of the two publications, the directional averages

for National Review and Raparts were nearly the same in

intensity, but opposite in direction, +.3123 and -.4710.

Ramparts gave the subject more than twice the wordage, but

only half the number of articles.
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Business Magazines

Business Week. --60 column inches of copy in two

articles, at approximately 45 words per column inch, for a

total of approximately 2,700 words. Mean value was +.5601.

Individual values were: September 29, +.4838; November 17,

+.6364. Business Week had both the strongest positive
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individual and strongest positive mean values of any of the

ten magazines studied.

Approximate word totals: September 29, 1,350;

November 17, 1,350.

Economist.--210 column inches of copy in eight

articles, at approximately 55 words per column inch, for

a total of approximately 11,550 words. Mean value was

+.2073. Individual values were: September 15, +.5550;

September 22, +.4043; September 29, +.3846; October 6,

+.1111; October 13, +.3064; October 20, -.0769; October 27,

+.3125; December 22, -.3333.

Approximate word totals: September 15, 900; Septem-

ber 22, 1,200; September 29, 750; October 6, 650;

October 13, 6,150; October 20, 350; October 27, 700;

December 22, 900.

TABLE IV

DATA TOTALS FOR BUSINESS MAGAZINES

Total Total Anti- Pro-
Magazine articles words junta junta Mean

Economist 8 11,550 2 6 +.2073

Business
Week 2 2,700 0 2 +.5601
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In view of the size of United States investment in

Chile, it seemed odd that the British Economist should have

more than four times the coverage (11,550 words) of the

American Business Week (2,700 words). Indeed, Economist's
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coverage was as extensive as any of the American news

magazines. And, Economist, with a +.2073, had a far less

pronounced directional slant than did Business Week, with

+.5601.

Overall Data

Of the 56 articles studied, six, or 10.7 per cent,

fell within the +.05 limits of objectivity. Four of the

articles were from Newsweek, one was from Time, and one was

from Commonweal.

Newsweek articles classified as objective were:

September 24a, -.0469; September 24c, +.0244; October la,

-.0417; October lb, +.0312. Newsweek's overall coverage

was the most objective, and would have been even more so

had it not been for the antijunta scores from the October 1

and October 8 issues. Still, the mean value was a fairly

objective, though mildly antijunta -.1288.

Time's overall coverage was the second most objective,

with a mean score of +.1795. Time scored one of the two

"perfect" .0000 marks, on an article that was strictly

descriptive, September 24b. Overall, Time was mildly pro-

junta.

Commonweal had the other .0000 mark, on an article

with identical scores in the pro-, anti-, and neutral

categories.

Seven articles, or 12 per cent, approached objectivity,

scoring between +.05 and +.10: Newsweek, September 3,
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+.0857; Time, September 24a, -.0945; October lb, +.0714;

October 8, -.0857; October 22, -.0697; America, September 1,

+.0555; Economist, October 20, -.0769.

Seven articles, or 12 per cent, showed a strong

direction, scoring more than +.6666: Newsweek, October 8,

-.7460; Time, October ic, +.7588; U.S. News and World

Report, October 1, +.6667; Christian Century, October 10,

-.6666; October 24, -.8400; Commonweal, October 2, -.7000;

Ramparts, November a, -.6666.

Christian Centur had the least objective coverage

overall, with a mean score of -.7533, while Business Week

was next with a mean score of +. 5601.

The ten magazines were split evenly on their overall

scores, with five on each side of the issue. Those with

projunta scores were Time, U.S. News and World Report,

National Review, Business Week, and Economist. Those with

antijunta scores were Newsweek, America, Christian Century,

Commonweal, and Ramparts.

If the magazines are ranked by mean score with a view

toward objectivity (expressed by the distance from zero),

the results are: Newsweek, -.1288; Time, +.1795; Economist,

+.2073; America, -.2511; National Review, +.3123; Common-

weal, -.4087; U.S. News and World Report, +.4101; Rpjarts,

-.4710; Business Week, +.5601; Christian Century, -.7533.

The magazines with antijunta scores were significantly

stronger in their denunciation of the junta than the
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projunta magazines were in their support of it. The mean

score for the five antijunta magazines was -. 4026; the

mean score for the projunta magazines was +.3364.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Objectivity is one of the central goals of news

reporting, one that is often linked to the right of a free

press itself. The ideal of objective reporting of the

facts to an informed public is deeply ingrained in the

American press system.

Objectivity is the primary lesson of journalism.
Complete objectivity may indeed be unattainable, as
our friends on PM used to say when caught violating
it. But the striving for it is the grail of jour-
nalism, and what gives it character.

The ideal of objectivity is less important for special-

interest and opinion magazines, but there is a general

consensus that an objective presentation of the facts is

more favorable than hysterically biased material.

One might have expected, then, the news magazines to

have had the most objective coverage of the Chilean coup,

followed by the business and religious magazines, with the

opinion magazines presenting the most biased picture.

But this study only partially bears out such an

expectation. Newsweek and Time had the two most objective

scores for overall coverage. But, U.S. News and World Report,

Louis M. Lyons, Reporting the News (Cambridge, 1965),
p. 296.
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another weekly news magazine, had a stronger value than six

of the ten magazines studied, including Time, Newsweek,

America, Commonweal, National Review, and Economist.

If the results of this study are any indication,

U.S. News and World Report might better be classified as a

special-interest magazine, rather than as a straight news

publication.

Considering the conventional folk wisdom (perhaps

caused by their often-identical covers) that Time and News-

week have practically identical coverage, the gap between

them on this issue is surprising. Each, for example, had

one article in the strong direction category: Newsweek

with a -.7460 on October 8, and Time with a +.7588 on

October 1.

Newsweek's October 8 article showed such a strong

antijunta direction and contained, as it turned out, so many

factual errors that it was the subject of an expose in the

Wall Street Journal and was even mentioned in one of the

articles in this study (Economist, December 22. See above,

p. 14).

The October lc Time article was an interview with

General Pinochet, the head of the Chilean junta, who made a

number of predictably self-serving remarks.
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So, it seems, Newsweek and Time tended to achieve

objectivity over a number of articles rather than within

single articles, the implication being that the reader

should read each week and every article to get a balanced

picture.

The attitudes of the religious publications were uni-

formly antijunta, ranking fourth (America), sixth (Common-

weal), and tenth (Christian Century) in objectivity.

At first glance, the pro-Allende stance of the

religious magazines might seem curious, since the Chilean

president was an avowed atheist, an anticlericalist, a

Marxist, and a close personal friend of Fidel Castro.

But the approval that America, Commonweal, and Christian

Century accorded the Allende regime reflected the strength

of Christian socialist ideology among both Protestant and

Catholic churchmen.

America' s turnabout in direction (see Table V) might

be traced to the condemnation of the coup by the United

States Catholic Conference.2

Christian Century's October 24 article, which scored

-. 8400, the least objective score in the study, was an

account of the coup by a Communist steel worker, and could

probably be categorized as pure propaganda.

2 "Chile and the Church," America, October 13, 1973,
p. 258.
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The only unexpected factor in the scores of the

opinion magazines was that they were not the least objec-

tive of all the magazines under study. National Review,

with a +.3123 overall score, ranked fifth out of the ten,

while Rarts, with a -.4710 overall score, was seventh.

National Review's coverage was especially moderate, with

but one article approaching the +.6666 level, the October 26

+.6250.

Ramparts' score is in some ways deceptive because of a

twist in the way the study was conducted. It was assumed

that no single thought unit could be both pro- and anti-

junta, and that any statement favorable to the Allende

regime would automatically be classified as antijunta, and

vice versa. (See above, p. 9.)

But, since Ramparts was viewing the coup from a venue

to the left of Allende, it made criticisms of the Chilean

leader and his policies that certainly were not intended to

be favorable to the junta!

For example, if Ramparts and National Review had both

stated "Allende's economic policies brought inflation,"

both statements would have been classified as projunta under

the rules used in this study, yet it is unlikely that the

editors of Ramparts planned anything in their coverage to

support the military.

Another category system, then, might rate Ramparts'

coverage as even more unfavorable to the junta than that
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of Christian Century. But it would be difficult to devise

a system that could objectively differentiate between two

types of criticism, since such a system would have to

analytically determine editorial intent, even between two

identical thought units.

The American Business Week was far behind the British

Economist both in quantity and objectivity of its coverage.

Economist carried approximately 11,550 words with an objec-

tivity score of +.2073, while :Business Week carried about

2,700 words, with a mean value of +.5601.

The two magazines may not, however, be comparable in

the strictest sense, since Business Week tends to stress

corporate news rather than items of general interest, and

Economist, like many British publications, covers inter-

national news quite thoroughly. Economist's coverage seemed

to be the best researched and most wide-ranging, with

Economist correspondents traveling throughout Chile.

American reporters seemed content to remain in Santiago.

The Chilean Coup and Other Stories

Every news story has to compete with other stories for

space, with the most important story getting the most space.

This phenomenon is even more important in magazines than in

newspapers, because of the relatively limited space avail-

able. The story from Chile was competing for space with

some of the most important events of the past few years,
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including the resignation of Vice President Spiro Agnew,

the Yom Kippur War in the Middle East, the Watergate hear-

ings, and even the Billie Jean King-Bobby Riggs tennis

match.

The most important foreign and domestic stories during

each week were (word count on Chile in parentheses):

September: first week--Henry Kissinger appointed Secretary

of State, famine in Africa (2,100); second week--Riggs-King

tennis, Juan Peron's return to Argentina (1,550); third

week--Nixon aides H. R. Haldeman, John Erlichman and others

indicted in the Watergate case, major Communist offensive

in Cambodia (1,500); fourth week--Agnew case goes to the

grand jury, Cambodian war continues (15,900).

October: first week--Agnew case continues, East and

West Germany are admitted to the United Nations (9,100);

second week--Watergate hearings continue, Arab terrorists

strike in Europe (12,000); third week--Watergate hearings,

war breaks out in the Middle East between Israel and the

Arab nations (7,000); fourth week-- Agnew resigns, Middle

East war continues (3,700); fifth week--President Nixon

fires Archibald Cox, Eliot Richardson and William Ruckels-

haus resign in the "Saturday Night Massacre," Israel

counter-attacks across the Suez canal into Egypt (1,000).

November: first week--Nixon calls worldwide military

alert, ceasefire in the Middle East (9,000); second week--

controversy over the White House tapes of presidential
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conversations, dissension among NATO members over Middle

East policy (3,000); third week--Watergate controversy

continues, Middle East peace talks begin (zero); fourth

week--oil-energy crisis, royal wedding in Britain (450).

December: first week--energy crisis, Arab oil embargo,

campaign finances (3,150); second week--Mrs. Rosemary Woods

erases crucial Watergate tape, coup in Greece (1,700);

third week-- Gerald Ford confirmed as Vice President,

Middle East ceasefire (zero); fourth week--Nixon finances

controversy, British industry goes on three-day schedule to

save fuel (2,150).

Figure 6 shows that the amount of Chilean coverage hit

a peak during the fourth week of September, dropped by

almost half the next week, picked up by around 3,000 words

during the first week in October, and then declined

steadily during the rest of the year.

The peaks at November 1 and December 1 are caused by

the lengthy Ramparts stories on those dates. If Ramparts

were excluded or its totals divided over the four weeks of

the month (Ramparts is a monthly publication), the line

would have been straightened considerably.

The peak on October 2 was probably caused by the fact

that the junta opened communication with the outside world

and allowed foreign journalists into Chile for the first

time since the coup during the last days of September.
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The Middle East war, which began in the third week of

October, probably limited Chilean coverage more than any

other event. The news magazines, for example, probably the

most sensitive to space demands, had but four stories on

Chile after the outbreak of hostilities.

The results suggest that most magazines have a limited

space available for international news, and that a really

important international story like the Middle East war can

crowd out other stories altogether or drastically cut the

space available for them.

Directional Values Through Time

When the directional scores of articles are plotted by

week and compared, it seems that no clear-cut trend can be

discerned. Positive and negative scores are fairly evenly

distributed throughout the time period, as are strong and

weak scores.

Perhaps worth noting, however, is the fact that all

the objective scores (between +.05) fell before the second

week in October. While this might be taken at face value

to indicate a strengthening of direction after that date,

it probably is simply because most stories after the first

week in October were in religious, opinion, and business

magazines.

These results seemed to rule out any "follow the

leader" effect, at least among these magazines.
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Suggestions for Further Study

One of the limitations of this study was that it

covered a fairly broad range of types of magazines, with

the result that the methodology used had to be broad enough

to cover them all. For example, a study that limited

itself to news magazines could expand to cover headline

content and size, picture content and size, content of cut-

lines, etc. But since other classes of magazines tend to

have few or no pictures and a limited number of large head-

lines, those factors could not be considered in this study.

An area where the methodology used here might be

useful would be a long-term study of a magazine or class of

magazines on a single issue. For example: news magazine

coverage of the Patty Hearst kidnaping, opinion magazine

coverage of Watergate, or religious magazine coverage of

the abortion issue.

One important issue would be whether magazines tend

to self-objectify their coverage over time. That is, do

their positive and negative scores tend to cancel each

other out over a period of months or years?

Naturally, such an inquiry would be most applicable

to news magazines, but similar questions could be raised

in other classes as well. For example, what was the change

in National Review's attitude toward President Nixon from

the 1972 election to his resignation? Or, how has America's

attitude toward Fidel Castro evolved since 1960? Or, what
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has Business Week's attitude been toward Federal Reserve

chairmen since 1950?

Another advantage to a study of a single publication

or class of publications would be that article length, as

well as article placement, could be taken more into

consideration. Length could perhaps be included by multi-

plying the directional value by the number of words in the

article, and placement by using a constant factor for

various locations within the magazine.

To take an example from this study, Commonweal's

October 12 article had 300 words and a value of -. 7000.

The result of the multiplication would be -210, which

could be compared with, say, the next article in Commonweal,

which had 400 words at a value of -. 4545, or -181.8.

Using such a technique could give a more refined

picture of direction, but its usefulness would be limited

in comparing different classes of magazines: a 300-word

Commonweal article and a 9,000-word Ramparts article, for

example.
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APPENDIX I

TABLE OF CATEGORIES

Date: Magazine:

Projunta Thought Units

Allende government
Communist dominated

Allende polarized nation,
failed to respect laws

Allende's economic policy
brought chaos

Allende armed workers,
imported Cuban agitators,
planned to incite mutiny

Allende's death a suicide

Allende a politically
inept socialist dille-
tante, his comfortable
lifestyle pointed out

Allende unpopular

Military tradition of
nonintervention

Military characterized as
apolitical idealists,
their non-cooperation
with political parties
noted

Military showed restraint
in waiting to strike

Title:
Antijunta Thought Units

Allende had "peaceful road
to socialism"

Allende tried to help the
poor, eject foreign
exploiters

Economic problems caused by
U.S., Chilean upper class

Cuban influence discounted,
workers characterized as
unarmed

Allende murdered, a socialist
"martyr"

Allende a courageous liberal
idealist with political
ability

Allende popular

Previous interventions
reported

Military "fascists" pawns
of the CIA and Chilean rich

Military and opposition
parties worked to destabilize
government

I I
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Pro junta Thought Units

Coup was planned and
executed by Chileans
alone

Coup was well-planned,
orderly, with killing
kept to a minimum and
property rights respected

Coup to benefit all
Chileans

Coup to strengthen anti-
Communist forces

Coup well-received by
Chileans

Coup well-received abroad

Junta's political poli-
cies acceptable

Treatment of prisoners
acceptable, their number
minimized

Junta foreign policy
praised (restitution of
property, ejection of
Cubans)

Junta economic policies
praised (austerity, anti-
black market)

Junta rule to bring more
normal society

Junta rule should end
soon

Authoritarian measures
necessary for economic
recovery

Antijunta Thought Units

Coup a CIA plot, U.S.
hostiility to Allende noted

Coup was unnecessarily
bloody and marked by looting
and destruction, mass
imprisonment

Coup to benefit rich and
large U.S. companies

Coup to bring on more
Communist violence

Coup deplored by Chileans

Coup deplored abroad

Junta political policies
deplored

Torture, excessive number
of prisoners cited

,Junta foreign policy
deplored, cited as example
of U.S. influence

Junta economic policies
deplored

Junta rule a fascist
dictatorship

Junta rule should last a
long time

Authoritarianism a function
of military fascism
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Projunta Thought Units

Junta should be able to
achieve economic recovery

neutral thought units

Description of scene and
action

Historical background

Evaluation of importance

Clergy, etc. work for
relief and reconciliation

Antijunta Thought Units

Junta will be unable to help
economy, except for U.S. aid

total thought units

projunta thought
units

antijunta thought
units

proj unta/ total

antijunta/total

net

column inches

Note: All the above thought units were constructed
for this study; they are not directly quoted
from any of the publications under consider-
ation.

The form for this category table comes from:

Richard W. Budd, Robert K. Thorp, and Lewsi Donohew,
Content Analysis of Communications (New York: Macmillan

Co.P., T967).

I -T-
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